
Are You Looking For a Great Place to Work? 

Join The Game! 

 

A leading digital and social game publisher, Gameloft® has established itself as one of the top 

innovators in its field since 2000. Gameloft creates games for all digital platforms and with an 

audience of 157 million monthly users offers via Gameloft Advertising Solutions a unique level 

of visibility and involvement to advertisers. 

 

Gameloft operates its own established franchises such as Asphalt®, Order & Chaos, Modern 

Combat and Dungeon Hunter and also partners with major rights holders including Universal, 

Illumination Entertainment, Disney®, Marvel®, Hasbro®, Fox Digital Entertainment, Mattel® and 

Ferrari®. Gameloft distributes its games in over 100 countries and employs 6,000 people 

worldwide. 

 

Are you looking for new challenges in Game Industry? Catch this chance at Gameloft and enjoy 

the most exciting working environment at Saigon 2 Studio. As a member of QA Team in 

Android Projects, the QA Engineering will perform Process Quality Assurance (QA) tasks 

in Software development projects. 

 

Here is the list of your daily challenges: 

- Responsible for the production, maintenance and upgrades of Lua scripts aiming at instructing 

a QA automation system 

- Review feedbacks after each script (some of which potentially automated) and whenever 

possible complete and/or fix related issues  

- Act in coordination and prioritization agreement with the team developing a QA automation 

system at a different site 

- Possibly provide suggestion or direct help on the development of an ongoing tool extending 

the existing scripting language along with providing a visual interface (dev based on a different 

site) 

- Coordinate and act with initiative on the maintenance and upgrade of scripts upon every QA 

procedure list 

- Make sure to maintain and keep up to date with all dependencies and changes of the QA 

automation system 

The ideal candidate will demonstrate the following skill set:  

- Good knowledge and experience with at least one scripting or “high level” language such as 

Lua (a plus), Python, Groovy, Javascript, Perl, Ruby, etc… (if knowledge is missing specifically 

for Lua, it will have to be learned within reasonably short timespan) 

- Good logic and process understanding (mathematics skills certainly a plus) 

- Good reading/writing English skills compulsory; English or French speaking skills a significant 

plus 

- Some notions of C / C++ and generally object orientation are a significant plus 

- Good communication, careful, well-organized, high disciplined. 

- Good at reading, writing and speaking English. 



- Experienced in Android platform is an advantage. 

And above all, motivation and a passion for video games! 

 

Why join the Gameloft universe?  

- Because you want to be part of an exceptional experience, within a company that is constantly 

growing! 

- Because you want to work with talented people who are industry pioneers! 

- Because you want to join a global company and meet great people around the world from all 

walks of life. 

- Or, just because you’re looking for a great place to work! 

 

What we offer: 

- Exciting diversity with our talents from around the world 

- Recognition and rewards based on your performance 

- Creative, modern and open working place 

- Continuous and professional training to fully develop your potential 

- Work hard, play hard and enjoy various activities 

- Health check-up annually 

 

We can’t wait to find our next great talent!  

- Please submit your CV, cover letter or portfolio (if applicable) to 

hieu.truongminh@gameloft.com  

- Please note that only selected candidates will be contacted and your CV will be saved in our 

files for a period of 6 months. 

- Want to know more? Please visit our Website: http://gameloft-sea.com/ 
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